INTEK’s TEAK ONE-STEP is a new approach to your teak maintenance requirements. It accomplishes cleaning, conditioning, and brightening with one easy to use chemical solution.

Why TEAK ONE-STEP?

• **COST:** INTEK’S TEAK ONE-STEP costs less than other commonly used teak products.

• **EFFICIENCY:** INTEK TEAK ONE-STEP Cleaner is available in a 36# case and makes 70 Gallons once mixed with water.

• **SPEED:** INTEK’s TEAK ONE-STEP requires approximately 5 to 10 minutes (10 to 20 minutes for first cleaning) to completely clean, condition, and restore your teak to a bright appearance. Other teak products need up to one hour just to accomplish brightening...and they frequently need to be preceded by a cleaner to remove oils, grime, or soot before applying the brightening product.

• **USER FRIENDLY:** INTEK’s TEAK ONE-STEP is nonhazardous, biodegradable, does not contain acids or caustics, and does not require special handling. You can rest easy knowing that neither passengers nor crew are exposed to harmful residues. A quick comparison of INTEK’s TEAK ONE-STEP MSDS with those of the commonly used oxalic acid products tells the story.

• **EFFECTIVENESS:** INTEK’s TEAK ONE-STEP removes soot, oils such as suntan lotion and foodspills, as well as beverage stains while restoring the woods natural appearance and eliminating discoloration due to aging, sunlight, etc, and TEAK ONE-STEP won’t harm wood or raise the grain.

• **SAFE TO USE:** INTEK’s TEAK ONE-STEP is biodegradable, environmentally friendly, noncorrosive to metals and painted surfaces, and will not leave potentially harmful residues on teak surfaces.
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